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About This Game

Ancient Worlds: Jaguar's Fate is a fast paced casual indie game where you, as a warchief, will conquer South America.

Send your units between cities to attack enemies or defend your cities from attack. To win, use the right tactic and take over all
villages and cities.

Features:
1. 47 levels.

2. 3 types of armies/cities.
3. Casual and fast gameplay.

4. Achievements.
5. Saves in cloud.

All localization's, except English and Russians are non-professional. If you want to help us localize game, then please contact
with us via email.

If you have a questions or any submissions or want to help us with game development, then please contact with us.

Credits:
Music is made with help of Joseph Cherry http://www.gongkreeper.com/
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Title: Ancient Worlds: Jaguar's Fate
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Games++
Publisher:
Games++
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8, 8.1, 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core I3 (or equivalent) and higher @ 2.2GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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ancient worlds jaguar's fate

So far this game has been fun. Lot's of quests and interesting planets to discover. Very similar to No Man's Sky, but feels more
alive than that game had felt.. i like this game but there are a few things they could add like pencil for the color white but the
game overall was good i recommend this also its great for playing guess what im drawing. When the vive knuckles get released a
lot of people are going to buy this.
. It's a pretty good game, the dubbing is in most part fine, especially for the antagonist, but is laughable during the intro.
Otherwise the game as some elements of tactical game, who are nice but no really developed. It can be a little bit short but the
concept of the whole traitor thing make it's replayable. for less than 25 euro it was worth it.

. Hey now this game is pretty cool. For $2 bucks you get a decent BMX simulator that works with your XBOX controller. Tons
of tracks too!. this game is so fun but i wish it had an solo mode. The Stillness of the Wind bundles a beautiful art style,
wonderful soundtrack and interesting story then soils the whole thing with tedious gameplay that never ends up being enjoyable.

You're Talma, an old farmer who runs a small farm/cheese operation in the middle of a desert. You're tasked with milking
goats, keeping their hay stocks up, cooking for yourself, planting/watering crops and making cheese. Every day you're visited by
a man who you can barter with and he'll give you letters from your family that expand on the outside world. It sounds good on
paper but the execution is terrible.

Let me state this: I love walking simulators, light puzzle titles, anything that has a good art style or story to absorb so I'm not
alien to strange, slow games that dole out exposition without much gameplay but here there isn't much to latch onto. You see,
Talma, being old, moves at a snails pace. Also, within 5 minutes (or less) you'll have experienced all of the activities the farm
has to offer and none of them are interesting; they all boil down to moving or clicking your mouse and watching Talma waddle
along for longer than necessary. This quickly makes the game into a lesson on tedium and becomes overly dull. Honesty, running
Talma's farm just isn't fun after an hour I asked myself "Am I enjoying this?" and quit since I knew the answer. The story isn't
good enough to hold the title down, and apparently this goes on for another 2 hours? Maybe this is all intended to drive home
the idea that being old you slow down and that farming is a tedious and boring lifestyle but that doesn't make the experience any
better.

I always hate giving games the "Not Recommended" mark when they're smaller indie titles made with love and that's definitely
applies to this, but when the core of the gameplay just isn't fun what's the point?. Fineally a game like this !!!
Always hoped someone make a space ranger alike game , with sweet 3D but view from top down, where you actually can move
around inside the ship and stations...

Dam this game have a good feeling to it !!!

just played like 20min but still.. i feel the love already.. this game will be legendary!
I might meet ea bugs ect, but heck, tell me one ea game who did not had some problem under making... also content i bet will be
added more and more.. not tested how much there is in it already but i will find out :)

Combine a game like this with a gigantic space game like X3 soon X4 .... meaning , make it possbile to make own station
networks.. fleets and capitals.. this game will even be more fun then the great X series.. but that is my opionion.. i just love the
view angel and graphic on this game!!! ...
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Never played the first, but I really enjoyed this game! It's adorable and the mechanics are pretty simple. It definitely had me
stumped a few times, and I like that it wasn't TOO easy. If you like puzzle type platformers, you'll get sucked into this one for
sure.. It's an interesting game, but those Russian just speak Russian which I don't understand. but many of them have a German
name and understand German than English.
The AI is very very smart,finish the quests and get more points of deck, and find out which creatures helped each other,
especially the undead side.
I love Soul Hunter. Creepy game for wannabe weebs wanting to learn Japanese cultural basics. Bland gross wish-fulfillment
story overall.. Absolutely beautiful. Not very long but certainly mesmerizing.. Don't waste your money:

Issues:
- Exit button doesn't work
- If you have a trigger slightly pressed during takeoff, the controlls will be skewed towards that side.
- Annoying Music
- Not much work was put into this phone app. A pretty good free fighting game with female protagonist. NOTE! You can't leave
a rewire on steam without playing it for 5 min. It crashes on start. Most people that have this problem won't leave a review as I
had to alt tab for 5 minutes after opening the game in order to do so.

The game crashed after the initial splash screens, went to the forums and lots of people are having the problem. There are lots of
bad reviews on the forums :/

Edit: after 5 minutes of alt tab I got promped with a broken error submission screen.

I'm running an i7-5820K 6-Core which can run every other game I have played without issue. This is the first one I can't get past
the developer splash screens.. An interesting short forom (approx 45 min- 1 hr) experience, combining intentionally crude but
memorable 3D graphics, and a melancholy tone- feels likea combination of walking simulator and visual novel.

I'm not sure that the message resonated with me that much, or that I perfectly understood what the dev was trying to convey,
The story touches on lost friendships and being in a difficult place mentally- and some of it may be more fitting for a younger
person, but it did evoke some emotional response with me. I found some of the areas in the game visually striking despite their
simplicity, and the music complements it well.

I have no interest in VR in a general sense, and even dislike the concept, but this is one of the few games I might be interested in
experiencing through that medium.. This is a delightful HO game of high quality. Real fairytale stuff with witches, spells and
heroes and heroines! Pretty run of the mill story, but the artwork is of high quality...quite stunning at times. It took me 5 hours
to complete (includes bonus chapter). Some of the mini puzzles had no explanation, especially in the bonus chapter, so that adds
to the challenge. Music was pretty, but the voiceovers could have been better. Highly recommend on sale. Enjoy the fun!!
8.5\/10.
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